
I feel extremely disappointed how Government's {Federal and State} have FAILED 
to address modern day issues that have escalated resentment,especially when 
father's are being forced out of family life, by unscrupulous policies. 
If this Inquiry demonstrates any concern, changes ARE urgently required. 
 
FACTS 
 
I  feed, play and look after my children every day after school till after 6pm, 
plus Saturday, provide play equipment at the home they grew up, until the Ex 
{who found another mate, then started her first, full time job}  picks them up 
after work. 
I have worked permanently since 15yo and weekends to earn an 'average wage’, now 
50yo, this defacto and my female lawyer agreed to her demands of;  
  a..  Her ,maintaining custody of our children, only 1 night p.w. at my place, 
using  CSA  for a full benefit.   
  b.. Half my large retirement  Superannuation in CASH {no tax, or waiting till 
65};  
  c.. More than half of Assets {the 10yo family house valued at 2004 prices}, 
all regardless of MY continuing mortgage repayments and contributions, as many 
lawyers say " This is a better outcome than going to court" .  
  d..  Many good men I know, some who have suicided, hate this system of 
equitable injustice.  
  e..  I and many other informed men, never wish to be HAD by this system again, 
by starting a "long term", 2 year, relationships, for a future partner's 
benefit. 
 
 
WHY 
 
1: Was the "no-fault" divorce policy introduced,  to make Judges judgements far 
easier and lawyers wealthier, irrespective of circumstances and ethics ? 
2: Was "domestic violence orders" a easy way for police to remove hubby / 
partner, irrespective of false allegations ? 
3: Has "the best interest of the children" been just a verbal tool for judges, 
to mainly give mothers custody, citing past precedents ? 
4: No immediate parental accountability by Hospitals / Doctors when a child is 
born, rather, a legislation preventing DNA testing to provide  PROOF, why allow 
deceit and false pretences to prevail ?  
5: Have deaths from forced separations {suicide and murder suicide} increased 
dramatically ? 
6: Do legislations erode the basic Christian fundamentals of the 10 
Commandments;  
by stealing  { the children, one's soul and life savings} 
by condoning adultery, with no repercussion, only reward 
by killing a unborn child with a "passed bill"  for a abortion pill 
by putting money and profit before God .Sunday trading and society loosing  
ethics and concern for others. 
7: Do people still swear on the Bible in Court, is this hypocrisy ? 
8: If "Every picture tells a story", has the Government's album got only 1 
picture of a mother and child holding a C$A letter, in it ? 
9: When one parent feeds, plays and organises so much with actual contact time, 
greater than the other parent who "sees" the children 1/2 hour before work and 
2hr after work, before bed time, why is a bed-sitter so richly rewarded ?  
10:  The CSA  does not recognise CONTACT time, only bed time, ? 
I feel frustrated that when a caring father, with only good intent, faces a 
beaucratic  "brick wall" of rhetoric, with never a answer from politicians over 
their hypocrisy and bias, regarding care, custody and payment policies. 
 
 
WHEN 
 



A partner can find it lucrative to leave a relationship, especially taking 
custody of the children, that no qualified mediator in any upcoming relationship 
centre, can stop this "woman's right" to kick hubby / partner out and demand 
money, all after mediation, with the Government's blessing. 
Will any Government accept, more children are growing up with unsocial 
behaviour, not just buck passing; 
   Blaming parents is wearing pretty thin, when, single mums and isolated / 
separated dad's are a direct result of  Government's 'giving in' to feminists 
ideology , that have now,  far out-stripped any equality, morality and finances 
of Fathers.  
"The best interest of the child" is forgotten and irrelevant, when as teenagers 
they can face execution, Bali style, thanks to the Federal Police. 
Will the growing dependant use of anti-depressants, tell all politicians there 
is no joy in over legislation today's busy life. 
 Will a Inquirer ask for a detailed Police and Coroners report, on causes of why 
so many parents have been sent " over the edge". 
Will common sense prevail, the political immediate action / legislation of  "a 
possible terrorist threat", overriding the reality that some parents will kill, 
rather than accept unscrupulous policies and injustices in the "System". 
 
 
HOW 
 
Does society interact, with so much against a Father's role ? 
Many decisions , not rhetoric from politicians, are needed to address 
injustices, especially in the ' bosses'  Court ? 
Servile to the System must a man be, will women ever fight on the front line 
because they  now, "wear the pants" at home ? 
 
 
 
IF Inquirers can address ANY of these questions, I welcome a response. 
 
one4equality@iprimus.com.au 
 
 
 
 




